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The Witt Group and the Equivalence of Fields with 
Respect to Quadratic Forms 
Until only recently the Witt group had been examined as a by-product of 
a field. The question arises then of what value is knowing the Witt group 
(or ring) for determining information about quadratic forms over the field. 
(By field, we always mean a commutative field of characteristic not 2.) Fronr 
the work of Harrison [3] we shall observe that the Witt ring completel! 
determines a field kth respect to quadratic forms. The next step is to 
discover whether the full ring structure is necessary-. Possibly the group 
structure is sufficient. It will be shown that c/ Cl(K)1 where Q(K) == R/k;” 
and the Witt group, LV, are enough to classify the field where j W ’ :.I 32. 
In order to discuss different fields with respect to quadratic forms, wc’ 
construct a logical definition for the equivalence of fields. Some quantitative 
results on the Witt group as well as on the number of quaternion algebras 
over a field arc proved. In addition the Witt groups are actually calculated 
for two important classes of fields-one of which contains the finite fields 
and the other of which contains the local fields. From these processes we 
will classify up to equivalence all nonreal fields with (/ 8 as well as 
characterize fields with the property that ever! possible value set in the field 
is taken on by a quadratic form. 
We denote the sum and product of two quadratic formsf; x byf ’ g and 
f Q: ,g. There is a map from the set of forms over K to the ‘IVitt ring defined 
by f ,S where J is the cquivalcncc class of the anisotropic part of f. If 
T- -- 
4 , .c arc the ring operators in K’, then f -:- R map .f + g and f :. ,y _ f @R. 
‘4 very important quantity in the study of quadratic forms is the level, 5, 
the smallest number of squares in a field of which -~ I is the sum. Pfister [8] 
has shown that when s is finite, it must be a power of 2. Hc also showed [8] 
that lJ7 was a 2-group of exponent 2s. Still another important quantity is U, 
the maximal dimension (if it exists) of all anisotropic quadratic forms over K. 
Kaplan&!- [4] has shown all anisotropic ternary forms are never universal 
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and, hence, u + 3. Lenz [j] has shown u + 5 and b!; extending his method, 
it is easily seen that no anisotropic quintarv form can be universal. It has 
also been demonstrated that u ~j~m 7 (see Lorenz [6]). Kaplansky conjectured 
that u, when finite, must always be a power of 2. He showed fields exist with 
11 as any given power of 2, but there has been no progress in the other direction 
except for N ,L 3, 5, 7. 
‘The first problem is to create a reasonable definition for the equivalence 
of tw-o fields with respect to quadratic forms. This definition should reflect 
all of the properties of a field k’ which affect the quadratic forms (Ivcr ZC. 
One basic such propert); is the group Q(h’) b ccause the set of distinct forms 
of dimension 1 is determined precisely by this group. So for “eqmvalent” 
fields K and F, Q(K) and Q(F) should have the same cardinality. Suppose 
then, I: Q(k’) + Q(F) is a bijection. Since a diagonal form 
denoted by (a, ,..., u,,) is equivalent to any of the forms (LE~Z<~,..., o,,&?), 
the map t between the groups Q(k’) and Q(F) is the only necessar>- map 
involving the fields li’ and F. Also because of this equivalence, we \\-ill write 
t(u) ~~~ b when t(a@) =. @. The logical map from the set of quadratic 
forms over R to the set of forms over F is the one which takes (a, ,..., a,,) 
into (t(aJ,..., r(a,)). However, a lot more is needed if these two forms are 
to act in the same manner in their respective sets of quadratic forms. So we 
also require that their value sets be the same, that is, t(G(a, ,..., a,,)) -=m 
G(t(u,) ,..., t(a?!)), where G(n, ,..., n,,) is the set of cosets of J? represented 
by (aI ,..., a,)). &loreover, we want tMo forms over ZIP with the same 
determinate to be mapped into forms over F with the same determinate. 
So we assume t is a group isomorphism. Finally, in order to preserve isotropy- 
for equivalent fields, we specify t(--AT2) ---p2. Summarizing the above, 
WC have the following. 
DEFINITION 2. I. Two fields A, I+’ are said to be equimht with I espect 
to quadratic forms if there exists an isomorphism t: Q(k-) -+ Q(F) such that 
t(-@) =- --@ and such that t(G(a, ,..., a,!)) == G(t(a,),..., t(n,!)) for all 
forms (a, ,..., a,) over K. Such a t is called an equivalence map. 
Notice that t is an equivalence map if and only if t m1 is an equivalence map. 
Hence, k’ and F are equivalent if and only ifF and K are equivalent. Actually, 
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to check equivalence for two fields vve onl! need to deal with binary forms. 
This is shown by the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. .-ln isomorphism I: Q(K) -*Q(F) with t(~- &?) 
is an equidence map $ t(G( I , u)) G( I , f(u)) .for n/l a r K. 
Pvoof. All we must show is that 
for all forms (a, ,..., a,) over A. This is ccrtainlv true for N 1. sow 
t(G(q , aI)) = t(a,G( I , qu,)) 
= f(q) t(G( I, U,G)) 
~~ t(a,) G( I ( f(Ull$)) 
by hypothesis 
So the proposition is true for n 2. 
Since 
G(O 1 . . . . . u,) - u G(a, ) ‘X) for II 2, 
,-CC0 ?,.... ‘I,,, 
the proposition now follows by induction because CY t G(u, ,..., a,,j if and 
only if t(a) E G(t(a,),..., t(aN)). 
Using Satz 7 of Witt [ 121 and induction, it follows that if K, E’ arc equivalent 
and (aI ,..., a,) s (b, ,..., b,,), then (t(a,) ,..., :(a,()) ~4 (t(b,) ,..., t(6,)). It can 
now bc shown that an equivalence map t: Q(K) l O(F) induces a ring J-- 
isomorphism i: W(K) f H’(F) by t(ur ,..., a,,) (t(ar),..., ~!(a,)). Combining 
the above with Harrison’s work [I, p. 211, wc now have the following 
theorem. 
By Lorenz [6], if K is a nonreal field with Q < ;cj, then IV(K) .., (2s)<f. 
So the \Yitt group of a field is finite if and only if the field is nonreal and 
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y < rr~. For nonreal fields, s ,.< u ,:< (I (Pfister [9, Satz 191). This inequality 
follows immediately from a remark by Lenz which in turn follows immediate]) 
from a statement by 11. Kneser, both of which are in [5, p. 3741. Since 
we lvill refer to them often, we state them as two lemmas. 
LF:nlnr:i 3.1 (Kneser). 1/ AC ‘, z\ a nonveal jield and y is a quadratic fwrn, 
then +w a 6: K, CJT i- (a) is either isotropic or G(F) & G(CJT q (a)). 
I,r:\ral.~ 3.2 (Lenz). 1f JC is nonreal and up is an anisotropir ,fovn of 
dimension ?z, then 1 G(q) 1 ‘:- n. 
\Ye now obtain the best possible bound on ~ 1Z r ~ in terms of 4. But first 
a general result. 
TIIE~RE~I 3.3. Let K be a nonvealfield with q C, m and denote the number 
of anisotropic quadratic.forms of dimension k by ;\‘,,. . Then (i) A;,,, . 1 (;); 
(ii) -V,, 1 (;‘) for all k , I if nnrl onset (f ~ G(q)! dim p for all 
anisotropic (p; 
(iii) AT,: = (;‘) ,for any particular k ’ 2 (f and ouly if X2 ~~= (i).
Proof The proof of (i) is by induction. Clearly it is true for /? = I. 
Suppose it holds for k -z n < ‘1 and consider an anisotropic form 
F = (nl ,..., a,,). By Lemma 3.2, ~ G(q), ; 12. Every anisotropic form of 
dimension n -+ I is the su m of an n- and l-dimensional form. Therefore, 
there exist at most y ~- rz cletnente b mod I? such that ‘p k (b) is anislotropic. 
By the induction hypothesis there arc at most (FL) anisotropic 9. Hence, there 
exist at most (:‘,)(q ~ ?z) anisotropic (fz 1 I)-dimensional forms. But ‘p -I- (h) 
represents at least n ~--- I elements {b, ,..., b,, *,) mod k-“. So for a given bi , 
there are c,~ E K, I ..i j C n, such that F i- (b) L% (cl1 ,..., c,,, , b,). But this 
means F ~‘- (b) gets counted at least n I I times. C’onscqucntly, there are 
at most 
distinct anisotropic forms of dimension ?z + I. So (i) holds for I I,.< k :z q. 
Since Ic ’ y, (i) holds trivially for /r 3‘-, (I. The proof of (i) works for (ii) and 
the necessity in (iii) as well since there were (q ~~- B)/(TZ + I) times as man! 
( n + I)-dimensional forms 9 + (i) 1 as n-dimensional if and only if I G(g,), -: n 
for all F. 
For the sufficiency of (iii) we must show that ~ G(q)1 :-= dim up is true for 
all anisotropic forms if it is true for all binary anisotropic p It is immediate 
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that IV, = (z) implies the binary case. ‘I’he proof for dim g: 2 is by 
induction. For 
Hence ~ G(a, ,..., a,, ,l)i C” n f 1 since 
(~(11, , a,, .J -= 2 and a,,, , (r G(Oj , n,, ,,) for all i 
11~ Lemma 3.2 / G(a, ,..., a,, i~l)i -= II -t I and the proof is ccjmplete. 
C‘oItoLL.4l~Y 3.4. [f K is a nonreal jield with q < ~mcrth II- 2') 
Proof. Since W consists of the images of all anisotropic forms and the 
image of (1, - 1 ), 
~'OKOILARY 3.5. !f I; is nonreal with y < x,, thru If- 2” (f trt11/ only 
ifu- q. 
In Section 5 it is indicated how fields can he constructed M~~I-C II ~1 2’ 
for anv I 0. So 1~1. c’ 2” is the best upper bound. IYc now show ztrj 
is a lower bound. 
I-'RorOsrrIoix 3.6. If' h- is a nonreal Jield with (1 . ;c, firm uy 11- 
Proof. Sow there is an anisotropic form of degree U. If I( is even, then 
there are $2 positive odd numbers less than U; if u is odd. there are (u I- I), 2 
positive odd numbers less than or equal to U. In either case for each odd 
number less than U, there is an anisotropic form with that dimension. 
ILlultiplying such a form by y distinct elements mod 6? >ieids I, distinct. 
anisotropic forms because the determinants are different. So for each odd 
dimension less than or equal to U, there arc at least q distinct elements of II’. 
Hence, there are at least q(u/2) odd dimension elements in II-. Jjut hq 
I’fister [9, p. 1221, W/XI / 2, where JI consists of the cvcn dimension 
elements. So there are as man\’ odd dimension elements as those of even 
dimension. 
Therefore, there must be at least 2y(u:2) uy elements in Il.. 
COKOLI.ARY 3.7. IIf/ l3’ ! if 21 is ee?en and (u I )y IIT if IL is odd. 
‘The follo\ving theorem will be used to find when ~ IT- ~9 and will 
also find frequent applications later on. 
Pvoqf. First we find all ternary forms with determinant I. A.11 such 
forms can hc written as C,J -~ (--a, -b, ah). The Clifford invariant of v is 
r(p) [u, h] a-here [a, 61 denotes the quaternion algebra over .K with 
structure constants a, h. The determinant and Clifford invariant are defined 
as in [9]. So since ternary forms are uniquely determined by their determinant 
and Clifford in\-ariant, the correspondence v - c(q) is a hijection. AIoreovcr 
T is isotropic if and only if c(v) -~ I. Therefore, there are precisely Iz 
anisotropic ternary forms of determinant I, and, hence, k9 altogether. 
Proqf. 13~. Kaplansky [4, p. 2051, u 1 2 if and only if there is a unique 
quaternion nlg;ebra over R. But if IL ~.~ 2, then 
Hence, if there is exactly one quatcrnion algebra over K and if 9 I- 1, 
then II. 2q = uq. 
:\gain I~!- Kaplansky [4, Theorem 71 if there arc exactly two quaternion 
algebras o\cr a nonreal K, then ZI 4. It follows from Corollary 4..5 that 
II’ 4Y UC/. 
So now suppose i IIf- uq < CD. Then Ester’s II’ .lI 2 shows 
that there arc exactly ~9’2 odd dimension elements. Hence, from the proof 
of Proposition 3.6, all anisotropic forms of a given odd dimension arc scalar 
multiples of one another. In particular, if zl > 2, then there are exactly 9 
anisotropic ternary forms over R. Therefore, by Theorem 3.8 there is a 
uniqlw quaternion division algebra over K. Since all nondivision quarernion 
algebras are isomorphic, this shows that there are only two quaternion 
algebras over K. On the other hand, if u 2, then 1 IV 1 ~9 implies u = 2 
because u I if and only if 9 I and in this case W’ 2. But u ~~- 2
if and onI!. if there is exactly one quaternion algebra over K and 9 ‘3. 1. 
In this section the \L-itt group is calculated for fields with ZL -7 2 and 4. 
This set of fields is a large one and includes, for example, the finite fields 
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(u 2) and all non-Archimedean local fields (u 4). In the statement of 
these structure theorems the result will bc given just as the cyclic group 
direct sum decomposition, but in all of the proofs a precise decomposition 
can be found. 
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 3.9 W ~ 2y. Suppose 5 I. 
Then Q(K) = <aI ,..., u,.> i?’ where 4 ~~~ 2’ and <a, ,..., a,) R2 denotes the 
group generated by {alP?,..., a$?i. 
suppose (a,_l) t /(I)‘> !- c,(nl)~ I- .‘. I- (Us) . Then 
(ZJ = (ZJ L "' ~1 (q, where ajk g I , (1 a l ,..., a,;. 
Therefore, (ai~,l , 1, -~ I ,..., 1, --I) z (aj, ,..., ai,), and so a,,, ai1 (1, ( 
(mod R”). Rut a, ,..., a, are independent. This is a contradiction and shows 
(T)\, ~(a,)> ,..., \(UJ are independent. I fence, 
If’ 7 \:(I) ‘I) ~,(UJ 1,) “’ ‘3 ,~(a,.)\ 
because the order of the right side is 2~. 
Suppose s = 2, and let Q(R) -1, a, ,..., aY,, K’. Then the same 
argument as above shows W m: ,\(T),~ ‘I-; ,‘(E), 0; ‘.. :,:’ :(GJ 
Note that the same decompositions hold when 1~ 3, C,J : fm. &LIoreovcr, 
it is also easy to see that an)- two fields K, F with uK u,: 2, q, i x, 
and l+‘k- e II’, (as groups) are equivalent. 
The IIYtt groups of all fields with zl 2 have been calculated and these 
fields have been classified up to equivalence, but their existence has not been 
questioned. \Ve now show that fields do exist with u : 2, s m- I or 2, and 
any prescribed y : 2’. 
For any field K, it is easily seen that a basis for P/P:! where 1; K(s), 
s indeterminate over K, consists of the cosets modpa of a set of basis 
representatives in K for &;‘&I’ and of all manic, irreducible polynomials in 
K[s]. By Gross and Fischer [2, Lemma 31, this is always infinite. 
Consider a countable field K with k’/k” -.m /a, ,..., a,.) I??. Then if 
F K(X), a basis for P,‘E;‘” is comprised of {aI ,..., CZ,}$‘~ plus the cosetc 
modPA of all manic, irreducible polynomials in K[x]. Using the construction 
of Gross and Fischer [2, pp. 301P302], a countable field L can be obtained 
with L 3 F I K and i/j,2 (a, ,..., a, , .x> L” with all other basis elements 
for F squares in 1,. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. With L ard K as above yr. 2y, ; (f uK --: 2, then 
u,* -:= 2. 
Proof. Clearly qr. =m 2y, . 
Consider the binary form (I, -,v) over L. The polynomial .x t ai is manic, 
irreducible in K[x]. So it is a square in I,. Therefore, (d.v + ~1~)~ ~- .I’ 
u, t G( I, -x) over L for 1 :‘ i . r. 
Hence, (al ,..., a, , --xl L” Crr G( I, -+), and G(1, -,x) being a subgroup 
shovvs that (I, -x) is universal over L. 
Now ai E G(1, -,Y) if and only if x E G(1, --a,). Since Us -. 2, 
K 2 G(1, --a,), and so (a, ,..., a,. , xii:! =: i G(1, --a,). Therefore, 
(a, ,..., a, , ,x) C K where R is the radical of Kaplan&. [4]. 
Since R is a subgroup, we have here R L. But R I? if and only if 
uK < 2. So uL = 2 since uL = 1 only if yL = 1. 
As an application of this proposition, let Za , ZS be the integers mlod 3, 5. 
Then u3 = uj = 2, q3 Mom qi = 2, and sa :- 2, sj ~~ I. Repeatedly using 
the above construction and Proposition 4.2, we obtain fields with u z-m 2, 
s -= 1 or 2, and 4 to the order of any desired power of 2. 
It is well known that where u == 4, the set of quaternion algebras over k- 
forms a subgroup il of the Brauer group R(K). Also since [a, b] is self- 
inverse in B(k’), II is a group of exponent 2. If q < x, clearly I H qz. 
The following proposition obtains the best bound for H in general. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let K he a field with q -,’ CD. Then k, the number of 
quatemion &&ion algebras over K, is at most (q’ + 2)/t% If in addition K is 
nonveal, then k -- (q ~ I)(q - 2),‘6. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.8, k : ljq [number of anisotropic ternary forms]. 
S~~pposc K is real. First Ict us count the maximum number of anisotropic 
forms (a, h, c) where a, h and c arc distinct mod ki”. Since b # >a and 
c t : a lb and since the order is immaterial, there are at most -,- , - 
44 - 2)(Y - 4) 
--3! 
such forms. Note that since K is real, q ,-5 2. Therefore, 
!I((1 - UY - 4) -___-- 7, 
always makes sense. 
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Now consider the forms (0, n, h). b can he anything but -u so thcrc are 




If K is not real and 9 2, then 11~ ‘I’heorem 3.3, 
For q : ; 2, K has no anisotropic ternary forms and so the formula holds 
here too. 
The bounds are best for ever\- y. Por let hF he either the reals or a finite 
field. Then F K((.Y, ,..., X-,)j, tl IL olmal power series field in variables 1 f - 
A-, ). . , A-, , has q 2’-i’ and /z is the required maximum. This is pointed 
out in more detail in Section 5. 
As is well known the image of the canonical map from the lJ:itt group 11’ 
to Wall’s graded Braucr group [I 1, p. 1951 is the Cartesian product 
Zj2Z i; Q(K) ,j II. The multiplication on this product is defined in Wall 
[ll, p. 1941. From Witt [12, Satz 171, this map is injective for u 4. In 
particular we have the following. 
Let us denote by Ii the subgroup of II which consists of all algebras of the 
form [a, CZ] and abbreviate G(1, I) b!, G. Since G, l?/G, and N/i1 xc all 
groups of exponent 2, bvc may write G n,k” ,i, , K,‘G h,C ,-., 1 
and H/R ([cl , d,]ll;,,,, . That is, the u, , b, , [cI , d,] arc basis elements 
for these groups where the groups are considered as vector spaces over the 
field (0, 11. Furthermore, we assume I is in both I and J and that a, ~- I 
when s I, 2 and 11, I when s 4. 
The following theorem makes the group structure mow wplicit. 
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Pwof. %‘e do the case s =_ 2 onlv since s == 1, 4 follow in exactly the 
same manner. So we want to show 
ITirst, assume there is a linear combination which is 0 in K. By a determinant 
argument, it is easy to see then that the combination must be of the form 
vvbere p E (7) . The C’lifford invariant of the form 
and this must be 1 if the form is to have no anisotropic part. Since !; 2, 
c(v) 1. Rut ([b, ) -l]),tJ u ([c, , n,]:IFL is an independent set and so 
P of 0. This shows that 
is in fact a direct sum. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that every- 
element of TV is in this sum. Suppose $ E W. We want to find a form #r which 
is a linear combination of (I), 
and such that $r gg $ q~ (1, --I ,..., I, - I). Since (aii I?2 u ((,,I ki’ generate 
c_)(K), there is a linear combination vI out of (I), (I, I), {(I, --a,)), ((1, 0,): 
such that the discriminants (signed determinants) as well as the dimension 
parities of $ and qr are equal. Since {[cl, , -I]] u {[c[ , d,]j generate If, we 
can add an appropriate linear combination 9z out of {(I, 6, , I, b,)j, 
(( 1, - C-, --d, , crd,)j such that c(1/1) = 4% + 9%) 4%) 4%) and 
disc tl, disc(p, + & _ disc(Tr). Finally add the number of hyperbolic 
planes (I, ~ I ) to either $ or or -t pz to make the dimensions exactly the 
same. Then both forms will have equal dimensions, discriminants, and 
Clifford invariants and hence will be equivalent. Furthermore, $ m= @r + pt! 
and this completes the proof. 
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5. C- AND C-FIIXIIS 
From Friihlich [I, Proposition 51, evcr!~ ternary anisotropic form (0, 6, c) 
over a nonreal Hilbert field K represents all cosets of K’ escept -~-ubc F?. 
Since it is also true in such fields that binary forms are equivalent if and onl! 
if they represent the same elements, it follows that in nonreal Hilbert fields 
there is a IL1 correspondence between anisotropic forms and their value 
sets. \\:e would like to stud?; fields with this property further. 
DEFINITIOS 5. I. A field k’ is called a C-j&l if there is a I- I correspond- 
ence between the anisotropic forms over j7 and their value sets. 
We use the letter C to emphasize the correspondence involved. Kaplansk! 
has conjectured that if II .: YJ, then it must he a power of 2. This is the case 
for C-fields. 
THEOREM 5.2. Jf h- is a C-field arzd <f II a, t//en u : 2’ ,fov .WIW 
nonnegatiw intqer I. 
Proqf. Since 1~ L x;, there is an anisotropic form @ of dimension u. 
@ is universal, and because K is a C-field, any universal, anisotropic form is 
equivalent to @. 
Choose ai E rC -- (---I;_‘“). If a, does not e‘cist, then u I = w nnd the - ‘ 
theorem holds. If ui exists, then (1, al) is anisotropic. G( I, a,) ~- K implies 
CD c- (I, al) and so 2~ 2. Otherwise, there exists an a, such that 
~-mu? E I? ~~ G(1, nr). II!; Lena [5, Hilfssatz 51, if {/J is a fnrm with G(4) 
a subgroup and -c $ G(4), then {J Y, (I, ) c is anisotropic. So (I, ur) 2 (1, nJ 
is anisotropic. If G[(l, al) : (1, uJ] I?, then ZL -~ 2”. Otherwise, there is 
an a3 such that --a1 E K ~~ G[( I, u,) :? (I, a,)], and (I, al) 3 (I, a2) ,? (I, a$) 
is anisotropic. Since 11 ’ x, this can bc continued only a finite number of 
times until (I, u,) ~1, ... 2 (I, ai) is anisotropic and universal. Then 
CD- (1,~~) : ... i (I,a,) and u 7’. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. I,et h- he a jie/d with u C 7; which has e.vnctiy one 
anisotropir universal fem.. Tlzen, ;f G(F) 8: G(41,) f OY unisotvopic y> and $, v is 
represented ly Z/J. In pavticuluv K is a C‘-jield. 
Proof. Let @ be the unique universal anisotropic form which (necessarily) 
has dimension u. First, WC show the proposition holds n-hen Ji (D. If 
G(q) k, then <p := @. If G(q) ~; K, then there is a ci such that 
-ci E X -~ G(F). So r,z -i- (r,) is anisotropic. Continuing, wc can find 
c 1 >.“> Cl, such that y im (c, ,..., cn) ‘.T ii nnisotropic and universal. Rut then 
rp 4 (Cl ,...) c,,) -x @ ,j <I ant 9 is rcprcsented by I/J. 1 
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If+ :- @, then by the above, there are n, ,..., a, such that 4 :- (al ,..., a,) gg @. 
Since G(q) 1; G(#), q A- (al ,..., uI) is anisotropic and so also b” the above, 
there are c 1 ,..., c,, such that Y, -j- (cl ,..., c,,) i (a, ,..., a,) .q; Ji - (a, ,..., a!), 
and, hence, QZ 4 (cl ,..., c,,) g $ by M’itt’s theorem. 
~‘ROPOSITION 5.4. !f k’ is a C-field zcitk q < m, then K is nonreal. frence, 
s ?I .q. 
Prmf. Suppose K was real. Then the forms [vi):::, y, m; 8: (1, I), 
are all anisotropic, and G(vj) C G(ql, J. Ry the pigeon-hole principle, there 
must he i -C j such that G(pi) ~~~ G(p,). Rut since K is a C-field, vi 24 ~j . 
Contradiction. Therefore, k’ is nonreal. 
It should be pointed out that there do exist real C-fields. An example is 
h- R(,\-, , X2 ,...) where R is the set of real numbers. The proof of this 
remark is long and will be omitted. 
It \vould be of interest to discover when a form q is such that G(F) is a 
subgroup and what relationship there exists between the dimension of y 
and various group propertics. For C-fields we can get some small results 
in this direction. 
LEICVM 5.5. Let ‘p be a quadratic .fom ovey a nonveal $eld K such thut 
G(q) ;S (I .yub<yroup. rf i11 ~= e, (3 (a, ,..., a,,) is anisotropic, thex 
where the hiG(cp) arc distinct and m ‘, n. 
The proof is by induction on n and depends on Lemma 3.1 and the 
fact that if G(v) is a subgroup of Q(K), then G(y Q $) G(F) G(p) 6) 4) 
for any 9, Lenz [5, Hilfssatz 41. 
THEORERI 5.6. Let K be a C-Jeld with u xz co and v be an anisotvopic 
form with G(F) a subgroup of Q(K). Tl ren, dim 9) is a power of 2 and (1) I” 
diinemion y> = 2J11, index G(q) > ~$2”~, (2) <f inde?c G(g7) == 2”‘, dim cp ’ u,i2”‘. 
Proof. There are c1 ,..., c8 such that 9 $1 (c, ,..., cl)) 2: CD. Hence, 
p(dim T) = U, but since u is a power of 2, so are p and dim cp. 
To prove (I), we note that the p above must be ~12”‘. IJy Lemma 5.5 then, 
q . : IL’?‘){ C(,)i or index G(F) : u/2”‘. 
TO prove (2), WC‘ use the same inequality to obtain indcv G(q) := 2’1’ p. 
But ,O em: u/dim p. Therefore, dim q -: w/2”‘. 
<'OROl.l..4RI' 5.7. dim CJY Ii;2 if aid only if in&s G(y) 3 
I’roqf. If index G(T) 2, then by the theorem dim c,? 11 2. But 
dim v u since v C$ @. So dim p? u/2. Conversely, supposc dim F u,‘2. 
Let .x1 , ,x2 q G(?). ‘Then (I, .v,) $1 y -“, @, ; I, 2. Hence, .x,pl ‘-= .vey 
and so .QX~ t G(q). This shows that G(v) I INS exactly two cosets and completes 
the proof, 
col~OLLAH\r. 5.X. In&s G(cp) 4 dim v u)3. 
The proof of this is immediate from (2) of the theorem and Corollar!- 5.7. 
The converse is not true, however. In fact, by starting with the I-adic 
numbers and adjoining enough squaw roots, it is possible to find dim 9 
11,‘4 I and index G(v) C/ arbitrarily large while the estcnsion rcmains 
a local and, hence, (<‘-field. 
IVe now introduce an intcrcsting subclass 01 (‘-fields and corYq~letel~ 
charactcrizc it. 
I~~T~ION 5.9. A C-j&At is a field K in which for every subset of L)(K), 
there is an anisotropic form q with that subset being G(q). 
In other words a C-field is one in which every possible value set is taken 
on by some quadratic form. It is not clear from the definition that a (‘-field 
is a C-field hut it soon will be. *An example, however, showing the converse 
false is the 2-adic numbers. 
PROPO~TON j.10. I,ct k‘ be o (‘-jiehi. 'l'hen h7 is mnwul md 
G(1, Cz) { 1) u; lP .fov nil n E Ii- ( ;- I?). FuvtllernnotY~, 5 1. 
Prouf. Since Ii is a C-field, there csists an anisotropic formq ~. (n, ,..., a,,) 
such that G(,) ( I, 11 0. So the 11, must all be I or ~~- 1 mod I?. But 
since g, is anisotropic, the (1, must be all 1 or all ~~- I. That is, F (I,..., 1) 
or ( ~ I ,..., 1). C’onscquently, (I,..., I) represents ~- I and so s C. x8 and 
K is nonreal. Bv Lemma 3.2, if y is an anisotropic form of dimension II in a 
nonrcal field k, then / G(v) ~2. Therefore, dimension cp 2 and so 
s 2. 
(‘onsider a t k ~ (+k?) (if it exists). [I, (1) A” is represented b! some 
anisotropic $J mm (6, ,..., b,,). Clearly /I, I or U. So bv Lemma 3.7 
(I, I), (I, a), or (a, n). I3ut ~~ I, --n $ {I, a) l?. Hence, G( I, N) 
$ is 
; , ,-;I; gt. 
COROLLARY 5. I 1. Jf K is a (J-jeld anti if (u, ,...: a,,) is anisot~opic oi’cv K. 
then (;(a1 ,..., ~2,~)~ -m: II. 
hwf. By Proposition 5. IO and its proof G(a, , UJ ~. a,G( I, (I, CZ~): 2 
for all anisotropic (ur , uJ. ‘I’he remainder of the proof follows in esactl>- 
the same manner as the proof of Theorem 3.3(iii). 
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C’OROILIRY 5. I?. !f K is a C-field, then Q < CC,. 
Proof. Since K is a C-field, there is an anisotropic form p (111 ,..., n,,) 
such that G(p) K. But 1~1. C’orollary 5.11, G(v) n. Therefore, 9 11. 
~HEONEII j. 13. Let h- be a f;elcf. 7’he ,fo/hwi?;, 0 statements are equivalent: 
(I ) K ix a Cfield; 
(2) 11 q < z; 
(3) rr- : 2’1 ,\ y . -1 
(4) G(F) =m~m 2 for all anisotropic binary forms rp ore7 A-; 
(5) I; has exactly (q - I)(q - 2)i6 tzonsplit quatemion n[pebra.s. 
Further-more, ;f (l)-(5) hold, A7 is a C:jield. 
l’l-oaf: (2), (3), (4) are equivalent by Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5. 
The number of nonsplit quaternion algebras over K is (1 /q) :Vr3 by Theorem 
3.8. This number is ((I - I)(y - 2)/6 if and only if AWL3 (z); but by Theorem 
3,3(iii), :\a (!$ if and only if A’? := (i). If K is a C-field, then y c.. CC b!- 
C‘orolla~-!- 5.12 and clearly ~ IV Y, 2’1. Hence, by 3.4 I II’ ~~~ 2”. <.‘onversel!-, 
if 2L ~1, then Xn : (“,) =: 1 and by Theorem 3.3(ii), (iii), the anisotropic 
form of dimension 4 can be the only universal anisotropic form. So b!. 
Proposition 5.3, K is a C-field and since I IV I mm7 2”, it must also be a P-field. 
This completes the proof. 
From the work of Springer [IO], it follows that if K is a C-field (c-field), 
then K((.v)), the formal power series field in s river K, is also a C-field 
(C-field). By Kaplan&y, if F mu K((;r)), then qF -= 2q, , ~~~ 2u, . So b!. 
starting with finite fields, it is possible to construct C-fields for every y 2”. 
s I or 2. It is also interesting to note that adjoining a square root to a 
C-field does not substantially change the quadratic form structure. This is 
shown by the following. 
~ROI’O:‘ITION 5.14. Let K be a C-jield. !f a E k ( I;?), therl F 
is a C-jield ncith qF qn , sF m= sk- 
K( &) 
Z’roqf. H!, Cross and Fischer [3, Theorem 81, qF qh. G(I. -a)i:2 qK. 
Since (I F ._ kS, there are h, ,..., 6,. such that for p (I, 6,) ‘y:, ... ij? ( 1. b,), 
9 6,~ (I, a) is anisotropic over K and has dimension 2~~ ~-~ qn- \Ye Leant to 
show now that v’n $ G(q) over F. If ~‘ZE G(v), then there would bc 
x, , ~1, .E K and such that 
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where v = (c , ,..., c,, 2). So in particular 
0 ~~~ c C,.Xi~ -1~ 1 UC, yi2, 
and, hence, v cgj (I, a) is isotropic over K, a contradiction. But t/a <; G(F) 
over F means v @j (1, - d/a) is anisotropic over F and so (/F (IX 
u,$ ‘. UF :‘i (jF . By Theorem 5.13. F is a C-field. 
SF sE; follows immediately by observing that - 1 _ (.x + ~11/(I)” if 
and only if ---- a or ~ 1 F I@. 
The case u 6 -I? is still in doubt. ‘The result of Proposition 5.14 is true 
when qh- 2, 4, but the question remains open for the other possible (1. 
From Corollary 5. I 1, we see if K is a C’-field, then for anisotropic forms 
rp (u, ,..., a,,) when s 1 and 4’1 -~ (al , a1 ,..., a,, , a,, , h, ,..., h,,,) when 
s 2 that 
As a consequence, WC‘ now can obtain the Witt groups for C-fields. 
Two fields having isomorphic Witt groups must have the same s. So any 
two C-fields with isomorphic Witt groups must be equivalent and any 
isomorphism between the groups Q(K) which takes -I into ~~ 1 is an 
equivalence map. 
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6. XONREAL FIELDS WITH q ~1 8 
In this section wc will classify up to equivalence all nonreal fields with 
y I’ 8. This process is broken up into two parts, 4 ’ 4 and y 8. 
THEOREM 6. I. Lp to eyuicalence the on!y nonreal jields with q 4 are 
the followi~~~~: (I) q = I the unique field with R ~~~ F?. 
(2) q = 2 two C,felds corrrspondinf to s I, 2. 
(3) q =- 4 ,fouv fields-two C-Jields coruespondirg to s 1. 2 mtl two 
,fiklds z&h u =m~ 2 corresponding to s -= 1, 2. 
Pvoof. The cases q = 1, 2 are trivial. For (1 4, I1 4. Since u j: 3, 
this means u 2 or 4. By Theorem 4. I, and the discussion following 4. I 
and 4.2, there exist two fields with u 2 corresponding to s ~~ 1, 2; these 
fields are unique up to equivalence. Bv Theorem 5.13, Proposition 5.15, 
and the discussion following it there are two C-fields with ZI (1 4, 
and the): are unique up to equivalence. 
Actually Gross and Fischer [2] h ave already analyzed nonreal tields for 
‘I 4, but here we have obtained their results and more with the tools at 
our disposal. Only the case y ~- 8 remains, but this problem is more involved. 
\\‘r start bv proving a useful proposition. 
~3~OPOSlTION 6.2. If h- is a field with q s. TE, then u :: q - 2 (pioeided 
Q 1 4) or ‘I - I. 
I’mof. The cases q ‘..: 4 are easy so suppose 9 8. Let 9 be an anisotropic 
form of dimension u 9 - 2. q~ can be chosen so that I appears most often 
in any diagonal representation of 9~. If lji is such that dim ~5~ i, 
G(#,); _’ i + 2 then C,D #I $; 2 $J!‘. For if p Jij ‘- $,‘, then by I,emma 
3.2, G(q) “a 9. Moreover, since 14 ,- q, by 5.13, there is ~1, such that 
~ G( 1, -yi)~ I;, 4. Hence, there are yr , JAM with this property also. 
Suppose v m= (I, I, 1, ,x~ ,..., s,,). Then s 4 and ~ G( I, I)’ .Y 4. 
Ijut the si arc distinct mod fi2 and cannot be in -G(l, I, I) or k;s (since if 
cp -_ (I, 1) @(I, a) + $, then G[(I, I) @(I, o)]~ 8). So q ~~ 5 distinct 
.Y, must be chosen from at most Q --- 6 cosets, a contradiction. 
Suppose G(I, 1)’ 4. If 9 m= (I, I, .Y:< ,..., .vII), then ~ G( I, 1) 4 and 
the .z’; are distinct and not I. But this means F represents (6, h) for some 0. 
Hence, 9 ,’ (I, I ,...) when G(l, I)’ 4. 
sow suppose G(l, 1) =~ 2. ‘Then s 2 and G( I, I) =- _@. If 
‘p -m(I,I,JJ,,.2 4 ,..., x,,), then G( I, J),) ’ 12’1, ‘2 -’ fi”. The largest possible 
dimension of a form with coefficients in k’ .- [ -G( I, 1 i JIM)] represented b!- 
(,Y, ,..., s,,) is (I - 8. Adding the other possibilities 2, y,z still give only 
48 I /26/s-3 
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q - 6. But (s., ,..., xu) has y -- 5 coefficients. Similar]!, ~0 ,i (1, ~1~ ,,.. ), 
i 2, 3. ITsing this result and the same argument, we can show q / (I, I,...). 
So for s I 2, 9 has distinct coefficients. But there can be at most 412 of 
these if cp is to be anisotropic and u y ~~ 2 q/2 only if y 4. 
Finall!-, suppose 5 I. If F (I,?! ,...), i I, 2, 3, then 
q ( 1 ) y() (i> ( I ( 6,) f * $, ( I ) b,.) (7‘ 4. 
where G( I, y;) = : yi , b,> I(‘” and Q(K) y, , 6, ,..., b,. A?, a contra- 
diction since G[( I, yi) @ (I, Q], _ 8. So 9’ (I, x2 ,..., xv), where the 
q - 3 distinct xi must be chosen from onlv q -- 4 possible cosets, a contra- 
diction. This completes the proof for ZI .;- (I -- 2. The case u ii: I/ ~~~ I is 
similar but much easier. 
So for y 8, we must only concern ourselves with u m= 2, 4, or 8, and 2, 8 
have already been discussed. By Theorem 5.13, Proposition 4.3, and the 
fact that H is a subgroup for fields with u 4, K has at most four quaternion 
algebras. Hence, we wish to consider fields K with q ~.y 8, u 4, s 1, 2, 4, 
and k I, 3. For fields with u 4, k -: W, it is easv to show that 
the number of anisotropic quaternar!. forms of determinant tl is 
k L I .- (_>(K):G(I, A);. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. il,field K with q 8, u m-1 4, s 4, and m k ~-~ I 2 
is eyuizsalent to the 2-a&c numbers. 
Prmf. Suppose K is not a Hilbert field, see [I]. By the above remark, 
there is a unique anisotropic quaternion form. Since K is not a Hilbert field, 
there must be an anisotropic quaternary form of determinant d :‘- I. Kow 
4, n/ 2, and (I, 
b(K) 
--d) universal imply that G( I, I) ‘c, cl) h”A where 
I, C, d J(r2. Therefore, ~- I t- G( 1, -c) but also ---c, d t G( 1, ~-c). 
so G(l, ~c) =~ Q(K) and I, C, d t R, the radical of K. But for nonreal 
fields ! R,‘k;” yi4, a contradiction. Hence, K is a Hilbcrt field. 
So\v we show all Hilbert fields with q 8, s =: 4 are equivalent. Since 
the 2-adic numbers form such a field, the proposition will be proved. 
If K, F are two such fields, then G( I, I) (I, a, b, ah] /? over K where 
O(K) I, a, 6‘ Liz and G(I, I) f I, C, ti, cd} FL over F where Q(F) 
j ~~~ I, (‘, rl F’. If we set t(-- I) ~=- -~ I, t(a) c, t(b) (i, and extend 1 
homomorphicall~ to Q(K), then t is an equivalence map from K to F. The 
key to showing this is that for Hilbert fields the value sets for nonequivalent, 
anisotropic binary forms are distinct and arc either subgroups of & of index 
2 or cosets of such subgroups. 
PROPOSITIOS 6.4. There e,xist no fields with q 8, u ~~- 4, s 4, and 
mm 4. 
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Proof. Suppose K is such a field. Then G(l, I) _: J, (1; i?, lvhere 
Q(K) ~~ cup 1, c, d> A?. Since s 4, [I, 11 and [-I, -I] are distinct. It 
follows from the fact (a, b) z (e, abe) if and only if [a, h] h [c, abe] that 
[r, d] is the only other possible quaternion algebra over K. Hut !II ,4 so no 
such K exists. - 
l’ucmf. s I is trivial, and the case where s _~ 4 is clear. 
Suppose s 2. Then since u f= y, there is a c t ri - ( LZ?) such that 
G(I,r)~(l,r; A?. But -c $ G( I, I) means -- I $ G( I, c). ‘I’hereforc, 
G( I, c) {I, c, r/, cd) &? where Q(R) =~ ‘- I, c, d‘ J?. It follo\~s that 
G(1, -d) {I, -c, --d, cd: I? and G(l, --CC/) [I, -r, tl, -CC/~ X2. 
Now -d$G(l, c), G(1, -cd), G(I, 1) implies -c, rrl, ~- I g G(I, n). 
‘l’hercfore, G( I, c/) = (I, (Jj R”. Similarly, 
Hence, G( 1, I, cd, cd) =m- {I, - I, -c, tl, cd, -cd) Xi. But u ~- 4 :lmplies 
G( I, 1, cd, cd) =: Q(K). So G( 1, I) -L ( I, - If k”. 
I’wqf. ‘That such a field exists is shown in the discussion following 
Proposition 6.12. 
Suppose K is such a field. By Lemma 6.5, G( I, I) ,L ( I, - Ij f!. If 
G(I, I) :=: k;, then m ‘-; 2. So G(I, I) _ [I, -I, c, -cl F? n-here Q’(K) == 
,--l,c,d I?. 
C’onsequently, G( I, c), G( I, ~ r) 2 [I, - I, c, -cl i?. Supposc G( 1, C~I K. 
‘I’herefore, ---c E R. But ~ R/F? y/4, and, thus, R ~=~ (I, -c) @. ~-CC/ 6 li 
and --c E R then imply G(l, -cd) = {I, -c, c - cd) Z?, and so (I, --cd) s 
(--c, 1,). Using this, it is easily seen that the only possible quaternion 
algebras over K are [I, I] and [n, Jj. Hut PZ 4. Therefore, G( I, c) 1~ K. 
Similarly, G( I, --c) ,/ k, and we must have G( 1, c) G( I, ---c) 1 
(1, -1, r, mc) 0. 
Since _rd, -&d 6 {I, ~ I) c, -c; A-2, C( I, u) = (I) n)- K” for n yd, 
rc. I
If K’ is another such field with Q(K’) - I, c’, n’j K’.’ and G( I, ]) = 
[ I, - 1, c’, -c’j R”, then by Proposition 2.2 the isomorphism t: Q(lr,‘) + 
Q(K’) for which t(- I) : --- I, f(c) c’, and t(d) ~: d’, is an equivalence 
map from K to K’, 
The following proposition is proved in a similar fashion. 
P~o~~osI~rrol\- 6.7. .-Ill .fieLris with q 8, u .- 4, s I ( rind 111 4 NYf 
equizsalent. ,Yurh a field does exist. 
Ali the possibihties with y 8, 21 4 have been considered cscept 
$ I, 2 and n? 2. iL’e first notice that such a field cannot be a Hilbert 
field. For suppose 5 I and G(i, a) a, b k”. Then G( 1) h) %‘a, II. IT” 
also and this cannot bc since all nonreal Hilbert fields arc O-fields. .v 2 
is similar. Since K cannot be a Hilbet-t field, R i I?. So there is a 
,,Erc k” such that R ii, 1,) h;r. 
I’I~OPOSLTIOK 6.8. .-III jields with q 8, 11 4, s I) and 111 : 2 arc 
equiraleu f 
Prmf. If K is such I field, then by the above (i, -d) 2 (I, d) is universal. 
So G( I, a) -: tz, d k’” for n c fi. Hut n unique implies G(I, n) p= /a, d 
for (I i; x (-- K). If K’ is any other such field with unique d’, then an!- 
isomorphism f: L)(K) + Q(K’) which takes (i to (1’ is an equivalence map 
hk- Proposition 2.2. 
-P ro\-cd in exactly the same manner are the following tw-o propositions. 
‘rhe fields in 6.9 and 6.10 arc obviously not equivalent to each other. 
Unfortunately, even though the fields in 6.8, 6.9, and 6. IO have been 
determined up to equivalence, their existence is not knotl-n. Tn any event, we 
do have the next theorem which summarizes the results for t/ 8. 
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1V.e will demonstrate now that the fields in (4) of Theorem 4.13 do exist. 
In fact, these fields are a special case of a more general construction which 
yields fields with H a subgroup of any prescribed order 2,‘. 
PK~POSITI~N 6.12. !f K is a jield z&h u --= 2 and q ~= 2’ -: IL, then 
F : K((.Y)) is a jield 7uith u =: 4, q 2r.1, and In -= 2“. 
Ploqf. .Is has already been pointed out, uF 2u, and (I,: -= 2r/, So all 
that is left is to prove m 2’. 
There arc a, E k’such that Q(F) ::(I~ ,..., a,. , x, P. Xow every quaternion 
algebra over F is of the form [n, 61, [a.~, 61, or [ax, Bs], where a, (I E K. Rut 
Zl$( ~~ 2 implies [a, b] -= I in B(K) and, hence, in R(F) for all n, /I t K. So 
the above forms reduce to [I, I], [x, b], [a, x][x, 11][x, .Y] [aD.u, x], and 
all of these are of the form [c, x], c EE;‘. By Springer [IO], G( 1, --.v)~ =~= 2. 
so if1 f(c, x) f t-F; Q(F):‘G( I, --x)1 = 2“ and the proposition is 
~n-oxd. 
Since \ve can always find a field with u =- 2 and a specified s =m: I, 2 and 
‘I 2(, Proposition 6.12 shows that we can find a field with u -= 4, s = I, 2, 
??I 2“, and q 2” I. Substituting F = 2 !.ields fields of tyc (4) in 
Theorem 6. I I. 
7. FIELDS WITII \VITT GROUPS OF OKIER XT l\Ios~ 32 
It has hcen shown that fields are equivalent if and only if their \Vitt rings 
were isomorphic. The question was asked whether there were ,wcaker 
conditions on the Witt rings or groups which would ensure equiv.&ncc. 
11-c can now answer this question affirmativcl!; when TT/ ~ 1 32. 
‘lh0l~l31 7. I. If K is a j?eld with ~ IV ~ 33, then A’ is unique/y deter- 
mined up to equivalence b-y q and the structure of the r,fJitt group. Furthermore, 





Pruoqf: (I) This is trivial. 
(2) By Pfister [9, Satz 151, I1JjM’ 2 Q(K). ‘l’hcrefore, ll ,‘I/ 
; II’ 1 2. So by (I), C/ = 2. This case now follows from 5. IS and 6.1. 
(3) Again y ; / IV ; 4. By (2) WC must have q 4. xon- the I-esult 
follows from 3.7, 4.1, and the remark immediately after the proof of 4.1, 
(4) Here q . . 8. By Corollary 3.7, (1 8 if and only if u 2. ‘I’here arc 
two fields with q 8 if and onlv if u 2. ‘rherc are ttvo fields \vith c, 8, 
u 2, namely, those corresponding to s I and 2. If (I 4, then 11 2 01 
4. But if u 2, (I 4, then T;T- 8. so y 4 implies 21 4. Therefore, 
K is a C-field and the result follows from I’roposition 5. IS. 
(5) Again q 16, and y 16 if and only if u 2. There arc t\\o fields 
with ~1 7 16 and u ~-7.: 2. 13~ Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 5.1 5. (1 . 4. 
Therefore, the only remaining cast is y 8. By 3.7 u 4. Since u 2 
implies II’ 29, we must have u 4. Therefore, I,!. Theorem 4.5, 
111 2. so y : 8, 1 w 1 32 if and only if K is a field of type (3), (5), or (6) 
in Theorcm 6. I I. The \\:itt groups for these fields can he found b!- appl! ing 
Proposition 4.4. 
All the IVitt groups mentioned in Theorem 7. I actually do occur L\ ith the 
possible exception of cq @ ca ‘2 cZ In any cast the fields, if the!- exist, are 
determined up to equivalence by Q and the R’itt group. For 1.f. 64, 
however, we run into some difficulty extending the results of ‘I’hcorem 7.1. 
Although we can exhibit all possible Witt groups for I W I 64, the question 
of uniqueness remains open. 
EXARIPLE 7.2. \Ve illustrate here a nontrivial case where the \Vitt groups 
for two fields arc isomorphic as well as titi 2~~ but K, P are not cquiv-alent 
since q, :i qF . Let Q2 be the 2-adic numbers and choose ti E oZ ( .--oZC). 
Then K (i)2(S:IZ) is a local field MTith yh. 16, sR 2. 
Now let F, be a field with u 2, ‘1 4, and s m. 2. Then 1.‘ F,((s)) IS 
a field with y :. 8, u 4, s -: 2, and w7 4 by Proposition 6.12. IS!, Springer 
: G(I, I) 4. Now by Theorem 4.4, II’, ,” Lt’, -: c1 C-1: cl : L‘~ ‘? C~ 
It is interesting to note that not all Abelian 2-groups can be a \Vitt group, 
for instance c,: and cx @ cq lfT:e prove a general result in this regard. 
Proof. ‘l?he sufficiency has been done in Theorem 7. I. 
By Pfister MT has exponent 2s, so if W is cyclic, ~ TP 25. But q ; II;‘. 
Therefore, ‘/ : s. But s q for nonreal fields. So .s y. However, again 
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hy Pfister [9, Satz 181, q ;a 2,’ ,’ YI(V 1)/L, where s =z 2”o. If y _ 2’ ~~ s ~ 280, 
then y _ 2.%(~0~-~1) /2 if and only if2’ ,: 2 r(+l)!% if and only if y < 1. Therefore, 
y _ 2 hv Theorem 7.1, and we are done. 
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